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Abstract
Recent anecdotal evidence suggests that abusers have begun to use covert spy devices such as nanny cameras, item trackers, and audio recorders to spy on and stalk their partners. Currently, it is difficult to combat this type of intimate partner surveillance (IPS) because we lack an understanding of the prevalence and characteristics of commercial spy devices. Additionally, it is unclear whether existing devices, apps, and tools designed to detect covert devices are effective. We observe that many spy devices and detectors can be found on mainstream retailers. Thus, in this work, we perform a systematic survey of spy devices and detection tools sold through popular US retailers. We gather 2,228 spy devices, 1,313 detection devices, and 51 detection apps, then study a representative sample through qualitative analysis as well as in-lab evaluations.

Our results show a bleak picture of the IPS ecosystem. Not only can commercial spy devices easily be used for IPS, but many of them are advertised for use in IPS and other covert surveillance. On the other hand, commercial detection devices and apps are all but defective, and while recent academic detection systems show promise, they require much refinement before they can be useful to survivors. We urge the security community to take action by designing practical, usable detection tools to detect hidden spy devices.

1 Introduction
Millions of people per year in the United States experience intimate partner violence (IPV) [57]. Increasingly, technology has been involved in IPV [19, 40, 41]. Abusers install spyware apps, send harassing messages, and take control of online accounts to spy on, intimidate, and isolate survivors [15,23,65]. In a particularly worrying trend, abusers are using hidden surveillance devices such as cameras [2,13], audio recorders [29], and location trackers [52] to spy on survivors. This intimate partner surveillance (IPS) often involves devices designed for spying, but it can also involve “dual-use” devices which are not intended to be used for spying, yet inadvertently provide such functionalities. For instance, abusers hide AirTags in purses and vehicles to stalk intimate partners as well as strangers [14,34,39]. In addition to obvious violations of privacy, this unwanted tracking can escalate to violence, even resulting in homicide [21].

Unfortunately, we find that devices intended for spying, as well as hideable dual-use devices, are available for purchase on large, online retailers in the US. Several online articles promoting the use of hidden surveillance devices for IPS and include links to spy devices for sale online, many for less than $25. Not only does this provide abusers with a quick, affordable way to purchase surveillance tools, but it also implicitly (and sometimes explicitly) condones IPS using these tools. In fact, many of these articles and spy devices justify IPS as a way to catch a cheating spouse (an example of which is shown in Fig. 1). Despite this worrying evidence, prior studies focused on researching IPS via IoT devices (e.g., [32,44,45,63]) and have not looked into the ecosystem of commercial spy devices. As a result, we do not know what spy devices are out there for perpetrators of IPS.

With hidden surveillance devices readily available to abusers, survivors urgently need reliable tools to detect hidden devices. Unfortunately, it is unclear whether the available options work. Commercial detection apps [61,66] and hardware detectors [5] claim to detect a wide range of hidden

Figure 1: A photograph from a listing for a GPS tracker. The tracker explicitly claims to “catch cheating spouse.”
devices including cameras, microphones, and listening bugs. However, there have been no studies assessing their efficacy, and customer reviews for these devices indicate they may not work as advertised [5]. On the other hand, some researchers (e.g., [36, 53, 54]) have built tools to identify hidden devices, but the effectiveness of these devices in real-world scenarios has not been evaluated. This leaves survivors with few reliable tools to combat IPS.

Thus, in this work, we study the spy devices and detection tools that are commercially available. We begin by building a taxonomy of available spy devices to clarify the threat we are facing. We search five large online retailers in the US—Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Best Buy, and Home Depot—for devices intended for spying and “dual-use” [15] devices that could be used for spying on other users. Out of 2.228 commercially-available spy devices we gather, we analyze a random sample of 163 devices and find that 29% are advertised for some form of covert surveillance and several are explicitly marketed for spying on an intimate partner. A screenshot of one such listing is shown in Fig. 1. Thus, an abuser looking for ways to spy on an intimate partner can find tailor-made tools on mainstream online retailers. Three of the retailers we searched allow third parties to list products for sale on their websites and none of these marketplaces forbid the sale of covert spy devices in their terms of service [4,6,7].

The spy devices in our sample cover a range communication mechanisms. For example, 50 devices (31%) use WiFi communications and could potentially be identified using existing academic tools [53, 54]. However, another 55 devices (34%) use Bluetooth or 4G, and 58 devices (35%) do not use any remote communication and instead rely on local storage. In order to best protect survivors, detection devices must be able to locate spy devices that use any of these types of communication.

Having established a taxonomy of spy devices, we turn our attention to exploring commercial and academic detection tools. We first search on the same set of retailers for devices advertised for detecting spy devices. Then, we crawl Google Play and the Apple App Store looking for detection apps. These apps and tools claim to detect hidden devices using RF detection, magnetometers, and IR lens detectors. To verify their assertions, we purchase a subset of these devices and apps and evaluate them in a laboratory experiment. We find that these commercial detection tools are all but useless, even in a controlled lab environment. This fact is more dire considering that these detectors could add to a survivor’s paranoia by raising false alarms, or worse, provide a false sense of security by failing to detect a hidden device. We additionally test the performance of two academic detection tools, SnoopDog [54] and Lumos [53]. Despite being grounded in promising theory, these tools require more refinement before they can help survivors of IPS.

In summary, although commercial spy devices appear to be effective tools for IPS—and are often explicitly advertised for an IPS use case—commercial detection devices provide little recourse for survivors. Moving forward, tackling covert spying will require significant effort. Our study makes the following contributions to combat covert IPS using spy devices:

1. We are the first to highlight the problem that spy devices used for IPS are available for purchase on popular online retailers in the US.

2. We taxonomize the spy devices and dual-use, hideable devices available for sale on online platforms. To direct future work, we also identify the challenges inherent in detecting these devices.

3. We examine the effectiveness and usability of existing apps, hardware tools, and academic systems which claim to detect hidden devices. Unfortunately, we show that none of the detection mechanisms work as promised.

We hope that this work will provide guidance and motivation for future work in detecting covert spy devices.

2 Background & Threat Model

Our work centers around intimate partner violence (IPV), which involves “physical, sexual, or psychological harm by a current or former intimate partner or spouse” [3]. IPV is a pervasive issue that affects millions of people per year in the United States [57] and worldwide [46]. IPV is historically a gendered issue. A patriarchal society with gender inequality results in women making up the majority of survivors [46,57]. However, IPV can happen to anyone regardless of gender, sexuality, race, marital status, or socioeconomic background. Moreover, our work focuses on the technology used within IPV, which is largely unconnected to the gender of the abuser or the survivor. As such, we do not focus on the gendered aspect of IPV in this work. Survivors can experience IPV both during a relationship and after it is over.

2.1 Technology and IPV

Recently, intimate abusers have begun to use technology to assert “digital coercive control” [22] over their partners [9, 11, 15, 18–20, 22, 33, 41, 58, 65]. Abusers install spyware and dual-use apps—apps built for a legitimate purpose which can nevertheless be repurposed for non-consensual surveillance [15]—to covertly collect data from a survivor’s phone, including location, messages, calls, and photos [9,15,48]. Unfortunately, these tools are discussed and often condoned on online platforms [11,33,65]. Beyond spyware and dual-use apps, abusers also leverage access to accounts to see private information [58], impersonate the survivor [20], or post intimate photos without consent [18].

A growing branch of tech-enabled IPV is IoT-enabled IPV, where abusers leverage IoT devices such as Bluetooth item finders, smart thermostats, and cameras to spy on or harass survivors (e.g., [12,14,39]). Scholars have responded to this new
threat by looking at how smart home devices can be leveraged in abusive ways [31, 32, 35, 44, 45, 56, 59, 60, 62, 63]. For example, Parkin et al. [45] and Leitão et al. [32] evaluated potential threats of smart home devices through usability analysis and workshops with survivors, while Slupska and Tanczer [56] wrote an IPV threat model for IoT device manufacturers.

2.2 Intimate Partner Surveillance Using Hidden Devices

Our work focuses on a subset of IoT-enabled abuse, where abusers hide IoT devices to enact intimate partner surveillance (IPS). Much like spyware [15], anecdotal evidence indicates that abusers use two types of devices for covert spying: (1) devices that are designed to be used for spying [13], and (2) dual-use devices that are not originally intended to be used for spying [14, 39].

**Devices designed for spying.** To our knowledge, only one recent paper explores the devices designed for spying (though not in an IPV context). Sathyamoorthy et al. [51] provide an overview of wireless spy devices (WSDs) including hidden cameras, audio bugs, and devices disguised as everyday objects (e.g., a pen or a coat hook). They classify WSDs into two types: active devices which send data as they capture it and passive devices which store data locally.

**Dual-use devices.** The other type of device used for covert spying is dual-use devices, which are not designed for spying but can be used maliciously. Of the many types of dual-use devices, Bluetooth item finders such as AirTag [10] and Tile [64] have received the most attention in prior work. Prior work has tried to bolster protections against unwanted stalking by Bluetooth item finders. Apple, Tile, and Samsung debuted proprietary stalking prevention measures including chirping sounds and in-app detection tools which scan for suspicious devices. However, these tools are not a catch-all solution; for example, Mayberry et al. identified three ways to break Apple’s anti-stalking protections [42], and several “silent” AirTags have been listed on online retailers with their microphones muted [30, 38]. Academic work has attempted to close these gaps. For instance, Heinrich et al. developed the AirGuard app for Android to periodically scan for suspicious AirTags in the background [25].

**Detecting hidden devices.** To combat covert IPS, survivors need to be able to detect hidden devices in their vicinity. Several commercial apps (e.g., [61, 66]) and hardware detectors (e.g., [5]) claim to be able to detect hidden devices, but to our knowledge, no prior work has evaluated the effectiveness of these tools. Sathyamoorthy et al. [51] are the only academic work to discuss commercial detection devices, listing RF detectors, spectrum analyzers, and nonlinear junction detectors (NLJD) as potentially useful tools.

On the other hand, many researchers have recently developed academic detection systems. Several papers [28, 43, 49, 55] focused on classifying IoT devices in a home network; others [16, 24, 36, 37, 50, 53, 54] have built tools to identify unknown devices, either by analyzing network traffic or by using hardware tools. For instance, SnoopDog and Motion-Compass correlate a user’s motion with network traffic to identify spying sensors [24, 54], while EEye uses millimeter wave (mmWave) sensing to identify even hidden electronic devices [36]. While these efforts are exciting, it is unclear whether they are effective and usable in the real world.

2.3 Threat Model

Our threat model extends the **UI-bound adversary** introduced by Freed et al. [19] in the context of mobile surveillance apps. A UI-bound adversary is “authenticated but adversarial” in that they may use a system’s intended functionality in adversarial ways, but may not modify the system or use advanced privileges [19]. We apply this concept to physical spy devices. In our threat model, the adversary is limited to using commercially available spy devices. We assume an average adversary will not modify purchased spy devices, nor can they manufacture new spy devices. When interacting with the data collected by these devices, they may only use the UI of the software provided by the device manufacturer. They may exercise creativity when hiding the device and may use devices not intended for spying to conduct IPS.

Additionally, we assume that the adversary has at least one-time physical access to either the home or personal possessions of the survivor; and the physical access must be long enough for the adversary to set up (e.g., by providing WiFi access, if applicable), hide, and activate a spy device. This is a reasonable assumption within an IPV context. Abusers and survivors often live together, share personal spaces, or share children, pets, vehicles, or possessions which require periodic physical contact to exchange custody. This means abusers will have ample opportunities to gain the one-time access they require to install these devices. Revoking an abuser’s access to the home or shared physical possessions typically requires costly, onerous legal interventions such as a restraining order or a divorce settlement.

Because our threat model considers physical spy devices rather than mobile spyware tools, there are key differences from the UI-bound adversary. First, while spyware apps in a mobile device are governed by the operating system (Android or iOS), there is no such entity controlling the operations of the spy devices. There is no equivalent notion of “app permissions” for spy devices, and thus it is harder to detect their presence in a physical environment. Moreover, unlike official app platforms (Google Play or Apple App Store) that oversee app stores and the distribution of mobile applications, there is no single authority that directly controls the sale of IoT devices and spy devices. This makes existing mitigations such as blocking IPS search terms on app stores [15] infeasible for spy devices. Further, individuals can prevent access to their
phone by changing passwords/PINs and setting permissions. In contrast, as discussed above, revoking an abuser’s access to the home and physical possessions is difficult and cannot be relied upon to prevent abuse. Finally, in many IPV contexts, it might not be possible to revoke access at all (e.g., if the survivor and their abusive partner still live together), as is explored by Stephenson et al. [59].

3 Analysis of Commercial Spy Devices & Detection Tools

Prior works [15, 65] have shown that abusers in IPV often use easily-available tools (such as mobile applications) to spy on or harass their victims. In this work, we investigate the spy devices that abusers can easily find and purchase through popular online retailers in the US, as well as the detection tools survivors can find through these retailers. To this end, we search on those retailers using queries that a potential abuser might use when searching for devices to conduct IPS or that a survivor might use when searching for detection tools to combat IPS. Fig. 2 summarizes the number of spy devices, detection devices, and detection apps in our dataset at each stage of our analysis.

3.1 Gathering Devices & Detectors

We selected five online retailers in the US: Amazon, Walmart, eBay, Home Depot, and Best Buy. Amazon, Walmart, and eBay are the top three general-purpose retailers in the US, while Home Depot and Best Buy are the top two US retailers which sell general electronic devices [17]. These retailers together have more than 50% of the online market share in the US [17]. We do not search dedicated spy device retailers. We believe that abusers and survivors would prefer to buy devices from large retailers than from lesser-known websites due to large retailers’ convenience and strong customer support.

Creating search queries. We first created a set of queries to search for spy devices and detectors on these retailers’ websites. To create the set of search queries, we used an established technique known as snowball searching (e.g., [15]). With snowball searching, a set of seed queries is manually chosen and used as inputs to a search suggestion API. The suggestions are then retrieved from the API and added to the set of queries to be used. The process is repeated with the new queries used as inputs to the suggestion API until there are no new queries returned by the API or a predefined number of queries has been gathered. We added an additional step where new queries are ignored if they are unrelated to spy devices. We did this by constructing a block list composed of strings found in irrelevant queries, such as “spyware” to exclude software and “novel” to exclude books. If any substring of a query was in the block list, the query was ignored.

To search for spy devices, we began with a manually curated list of 167 seed queries. These seed queries were generated by placing targets (such as “wife” or “boyfriend”) into templates (such as “spy on my {target}” or “best hidden camera for catching cheating {target}"). This resulted in queries like “spy on my wife” or “best hidden camera for catching cheating boyfriend.” Initially, we planned to conduct a single snowball search and utilize the results across all retailers. However, we discovered that queries from a different retailer’s suggestion API were unlikely to yield any relevant products. As a result, we conducted separate snowball searches for each retailer, utilizing their respective (hidden) suggestion APIs. This procedure returned 525 queries for Amazon, 289 queries for Walmart, 179 queries for Best Buy, 240 queries for eBay, and 176 queries for Home Depot.1

We used a similar procedure to search for detection devices. To generate queries for this search, we performed another set of snowball searches with seed queries aimed at detecting devices, such as “hidden camera detector” and “bug finder” This time, we generated 101 queries for Amazon, 61 queries for Walmart, 31 queries for Best Buy, 42 queries for eBay, and 30 queries for Home Depot.

Gathering search results from online retailers. Using the queries gathered in the snowball search, we searched each retailer for seven days in July 2022. For each retailer, we collected the URLs of up to 10 products returned by each query. We then gathered metadata about each product using the collected URLs. Specifically, we collected the product name, sale price, description, user reviews, and user-provided star rating. In total, we gathered 6,403 spy devices and 1,313 detection devices (Fig. 2).

Identifying iOS and Android detection apps. In addition to hardware detection devices, survivors may also turn to detection apps available on the Google Play store and Apple App Store, that claim to be able to detect hidden devices and are often free to use. Thus, we used a similar procedure as before to collect a set of iOS and Android apps which claim to detect hidden devices. For our queries, we used the set of seed queries as we did in the hardware detector crawl. In total, we collected 51 apps, 15 from the Apple App Store and 36 from the Google Play Store (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Spy devices, hardware detectors, and detection apps in our dataset through the different stages of our analysis: the initial crawl, filtering, qualitative analysis, and in-lab testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of analysis</th>
<th>Spy devices</th>
<th>Detectors</th>
<th>Detection apps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial crawl (§ 3.1)</td>
<td>6,403</td>
<td>1,313</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filtering (§ 3.2)</td>
<td>2,228</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative analysis (§ 3.3)</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-lab testing (§ 3.4, § 3.5)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 All the seed query templates, final query lists, and other research data is contained here: https://github.com/ceccio247/IPV-Spy-Device-Study.
3.2 Filtering and Sampling

Not all of the products we gathered are, in fact, spy devices or detection devices. Some are not even electronic devices. Thus, we devised a filtering procedure to identify relevant devices based on the product listings.

We considered a device relevant for this research if (a) it is an electronic device, (b) gathers sensitive information such as audio, video, or location, and (c) can be hidden (either by design or due to their form factor). We considered a device able to be hidden if its approximate volume is less than 64 cubic centimeters (4 centimeters to a side). All three criteria must be satisfied for a product to be considered a spy device. To identify relevant spy devices, we first used a heuristic filtering algorithm followed by a logistic regression classification. Appendix A.1 provides details about these classifiers. In all, these classifiers helped us filter out 2,228 spy devices out of 6,403 products scraped.

Similarly to the spy devices, we performed heuristic filtering on our dataset of detection devices (Appendix A.2). After developing and applying our filter, there were 700 detection devices in our dataset. We also filtered the set of detection apps through manual examination. We removed two apps that are not detection apps, as well as six apps that had been deleted shortly after our crawl. We were left with 43 apps meant for detecting hidden devices (14 from the Apple App Store, 29 from the Google Play Store).

Sampling. After filtering our dataset, we took a stratified random sample of the products for further analysis (Fig. 2). Of the spy devices, we sampled 200 (60 each from Amazon and eBay, 50 from Walmart, 20 from Best Buy, and 10 from Home Depot). Of the detection devices, we sampled 150 (50 each from Amazon, eBay, and Walmart—Best Buy and Home Depot yielded no detectors after filtering). Because our sample of detection apps was small, we analyzed all 43 detection apps.

Before diving into our analysis, we manually investigated the spy devices, detection devices, and detection apps to identify false positives. Of the spy devices, 37 were false positives (19%). These false positives were mostly cameras that could potentially be used for IPS, but are too large to be reasonably hidden. Other false positives included SIM cards for GPS trackers and smart watches that claim to be trackers but, upon inspection, do not actually track location. This left us with 163 true positive spy devices. Of the 150 detection devices, one was a false positive (a spy camera with the phrase “Hidden Camera Detectors” in its product title); thus, we analyze 149 hardware detectors.

3.3 Qualitative Analysis of Product Listings

First, we characterized the 163 spy devices, 148 hardware detectors, and 43 detection apps in our sample (Fig. 2) using the information on the product listings. By looking at the product name, description, specifications, and accompanying photos—and occasionally the product reviews, which helped to clarify the actual product capabilities—we gathered information about the devices. For spy devices, we gathered (a) the type of information the device claims to collect, (b) communication medium used by the device, (c) advertised use case(s) of the device, (d) covertness, and (e) other metadata, such as price and device manufacturer. We also collected the user reviews of the spy devices to search for anecdotal evidence that these devices are being used to conduct IPS. In total, we collected 15,139 user reviews. We then searched for IPS keywords within these reviews and identified 43 reviews relevant to IPS. For detection tools, we gathered the types of spy devices the detector claims to detect, the technology used by the detection tool, and metadata.

To collect this information, we used Collaborative Coding to reduce the overhead of coordinating among researchers and speed the process of reaching a consensus for our analysis [47]. Two authors divided the devices and apps evenly and inspected them one by one. For spy devices, the authors occasionally disagreed on how to classify whether a product is able to be hidden; this was resolved by refining our definitions to rely on concrete physical dimensions. All authors met together multiple times to resolve conflicts and confusion. Though most devices are fairly clear about their capabilities and advertised usage, we used our best judgement for some devices. For instance, several cameras in our dataset of spy devices do not explicitly say whether they recorded audio as well as video; for these, we assumed the camera did not record audio unless proven otherwise.

As we will discuss in Section 4.2, several of the spy devices are marketed toward general covert surveillance and cite a long list of potential targets (either using text or photos). For these devices, we did not list every possible target; rather, we considered the device to be advertised only for general covert surveillance. We separately noted whether intimate partners are listed among the possible targets.

3.4 In-Lab Testing of Spy Devices

Next, to evaluate whether these devices indeed enable IPS, we purchased a representative sample of spy devices for in-lab testing. The details of the methodology for these experiments can be found in Appendix A.3.

Sampling. We sampled spy devices with two goals in mind. First, we chose devices that appear to be functional, based on positive customer reviews. When possible, we selected devices that had reviews that implied past usage of IPS; these reviews are discussed in more detail in Section 4.2. Second, we chose a representative set of devices that covers all types of data collected (e.g., audio, video, location) and communication technologies (e.g., WiFi, LTE, etc.) we observed in our dataset (Section 5.1). In total, we collected a sample consisting of 11 devices: 2 cameras using local storage, 3 cam-
eras using WiFi, 2 microphones using local storage, a battery powered GPS tracker using cellular networks, an OBD2 port powered GPS tracker using cellular networks, and 2 trackers using Bluetooth mesh (an AirTag and a Tile).

**Evaluating recording devices.** To evaluate the collected audio and video recording devices, we inspected the physical products to gauge their effectiveness. We observed whether the devices would readily power on and collect the audio/video information they claim to collect, as well as whether the products could feasibly be hidden.

**Evaluating location trackers.** To evaluate the location tracking devices, we devised a field experiment. While work by Heinrich et al. [27] has performed experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of Apple AirTags, little is known about Tile devices or cellular network GPS trackers; moreover, none of these devices have been tested in the context of IPS. With this in mind, we designed an experiment to simulate the walking pattern of a survivor living in a moderately sized city. The 2.1-mile experiment included both walking and driving paths through a public park, residential zones, and commercial zones. Three authors followed this path while carrying an AirTag, a Tile, and a battery-powered cellular network GPS tracker. (Additionally, an OBD2 cellular network GPS tracker recorded the driving portion of the experiment.) We recorded the location reported by the tracking devices then compared the data recorded by these devices to the data recorded by a smartphone’s internal GPS.

**Usability evaluation.** For all eleven spy devices, we also performed a brief usability evaluation. For each device, we examined the setup instructions and wrote down the number of steps required to set up the device. Using these steps, as well as our own experiences setting up the spy devices, we compared the setup process of the spy devices to the setup process for benign IoT devices. We also made notes on our experiences using the spy devices and compared them to the experience of using benign IoT devices.

### 3.5 In-Lab Testing of Detection Tools

We evaluated the effectiveness of 12 commercially available device detection tools: a sample of 11 detection apps, and one physical detection device.

**Sampling.** When sampling detection apps, we focused on those that claimed non-network-based ‘bug detection’, since we observed that the network-based detection apps simply list all devices connected to the network. We started by installing all apps with over 1,000 reviews (9 apps). These apps claimed to detect hidden cameras, general bugs, and general RF signals; we added 2 additional apps to ensure we had a representative sample of apps meant for detecting all of these devices and designed for both iOS and Android.

For our sample of the physical detection devices, we chose one representative device (shown in Fig. 3) which carries the three technologies we observe in our sample of crawled detectors: an RF scanner, a magnetometer, and an infrared lens detector. We selected this single detector due to its popularity: 40 devices in our sample (26%) appear to be the same detector sold by different brands.

**Experiment design.** We designed an experiment to test the functionality of commercial detection devices and apps. Our goal was to evaluate the detectors in a best-case environment. We selected a room in our building with as little existing technology as possible to reduce the chance of false positives. Before the experiment, we marked where we would place the spy devices as well as positions that were 1, 5, and 10 feet away from the spy device. At each distance, we picked three points that are at a 0, −30, and 30 degree angle from the spy device (nine positions in total). To reduce inconsistency in our measurements, we ensured that the detector was placed at the same vertical height in the room for each measurement. Fig. 4 shows a photo of our experimental setup.

For each detector, we evaluated its effectiveness at detecting each of the technologies in our representative sample of spy devices. To do this, we tested the detector in the presence of six devices: a WiFi-connected spy camera, a spy camera...
with local storage, a GPS tracker that uses cellular networks, a
GPS tracker that uses Bluetooth mesh networks, a microphone
that uses local storage, and a WiFi-connected smart home
camera (for validation). For each detector, we recorded its
measurements at each position when there is no spy device in
the testing area. Then, for each spy device, we powered on the
device, put it in active transmission mode (if applicable), and
placed it at the designated location for taking measurements
from the detectors.

3.6 Ethical Considerations

Our methodology was constructed to emulate an abuser
performing searches on online retailers, similar to prior
works [15,51]. Although all information we collected is easily
found online, aggregating such information can be harmful.
We recognize that the descriptions of the spy devices and their
titles may point an abuser toward them. We therefore do not
publish the URLs of any of the spy devices we gathered in
our analysis. We do not collect any PII; we remove the names
of people leaving reviews for products we are interested in
before storing in our database. We consulted our institution’s
IRB regarding the ethical collection and storage of this data.
While this work does not involve human subjects and as such
does not fall under their purview, they found the measures we
had taken to be more than sufficient.

3.7 Limitations

We were only able to examine, taxonomize, and test a sample
of device detectors and spy devices. This sample did not
include device detectors that cost more than a hundred dollars.
Specifically, we found some Non-linear Junction Detectors
that claim to detect arbitrary circuit boards, but cost thousands
of dollars; we did not test such a device as they are beyond
the budget of an average survivor.

We could only work with prototypes of academic works. If
these works were given more development time and budget,
it is possible that they would work better than they do.

The experiments to evaluate the efficacy of detectors took
place in a computer science building, which may have more
signals and interference than a typical single-family home. We
did not perform experiments with real users and thus can only
approximate the usability of the spy devices and detectors.

4 Taxonomy of Commercial Spy Devices

We collected a set of spy devices available on popular online
retailers and analyzed these devices from multiple angles. We
characterize the types of commercial spy devices abusers can
find online. These devices are often advertised for IPS, and
reviews indicate that customers are indeed using them for IPS
(Section 4.2). We confirmed through in-lab testing that these
varied spy devices are effective tools for IPS (Section 4.3).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th># Devices (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retailer</td>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>51 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ebay</td>
<td>47 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walmart</td>
<td>45 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best Buy</td>
<td>11 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home Depot</td>
<td>9 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information collected</td>
<td>Video</td>
<td>74 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>64 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>59 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications used</td>
<td>Local storage</td>
<td>58 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4G</td>
<td>50 (31%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wifi</td>
<td>47 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>5 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>5 (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covertness</td>
<td>Intended to be hidden</td>
<td>82 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can be hidden</td>
<td>46 (28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disguised</td>
<td>35 (21%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Characteristics of our sample of 163 potential spy
devices. A device could collect multiple types of information
and use multiple types of communication. A device’s commu-
nication was labeled “unclear” when it could have used two
or more methods but the description did not indicate what it
used. For example, a small camera that could have used WiFi
or purely local storage was marked “unclear”.

4.1 Characteristics of Commercial Spy Devices

The spy devices we found encompass a range of capabilities,
communication technologies, and types of covertness. Fig. 5
presents the characteristics of the spy devices in our sample.
By identifying the different varieties of commercial spy de-
vices, we can inform the design of future detectors—ideally,
detection tools should be able to detect all of these varieties
of spy devices.

Information collected. The spy devices in our sample collect
three basic types of information: video (74 devices), audio
(64), and location (59). These devices are typically cameras
with video (and usually audio) capabilities, devices designed
for audio recording only, and devices meant for tracking loca-
tion only. Only three devices combined both audio/video
recording and location tracking: a GPS tracker with audio
recording capabilities, a body camera with GPS, and a chil-
dren’s smart watch that can track location in addition to audio
and video recordings.

Communication technologies. The spy devices in our sam-
ple utilize four methods of sending information. Several
devices—including every location tracker in our sample—
share the information they collect using cellular networks (50
devices), WiFi (47), or Bluetooth (5). In contrast, some cam-
eras and recording devices rely on local storage only (such as
an SD card) for storing information (58).

A device’s communication method and storage method
impact that device’s utility to an abuser. Spy devices that
share data remotely allow an abuser to place the device once,
then continue to view data from that device without being physically near the survivor. Since abusers routinely share children, homes, or assets with survivors, it is not unlikely that an abuser would have one-time physical access to the survivor’s surroundings. On the other hand, devices that use only local storage require an abuser to have routine physical access to the device to look at the data it collects; typically, this would not be possible unless and abuser has periodic access to the survivor’s personal spaces. Though we should prevent spying with either type of device, devices that share data remotely might be of concern to more survivors.

The communication and storage methods a device uses also impact detection. Many academic detectors can only identify devices that communicate over WiFi, and some commercial tools that rely on RF sensing can only find devices that send data externally. Ideally, survivors should be able to easily detect all types of devices with a single detector.

**Covertness.** We identified 117 devices built to be hidden and 46 devices not meant to be hidden, but still hideable: they are small and unobtrusive enough to be hidden (we use the heuristic of less than 4cm to a side) while not specifically advertised as being a hidden device. These include devices such as small cameras that are advertised to be used like an action camera and excludes devices such as large smart home cameras and surveillance cameras that would be difficult to hide. Of the devices built to be hidden, 35 devices are disguised as everyday objects (as shown in Fig. 6), while the rest were simply small enough to be discreet. We note that devices that are intended to be hidden are not necessarily intended to be spy devices; for example, many GPS trackers are advertised for protecting a vehicle and must be hidden to be effective against theft.

Knowing the covertness of these devices impacts how we address them. To spy with dual-use devices and spy devices intended to be hidden, abusers must hide them so that they are difficult to find, but can still capture their intended data. For cameras, this means the lens must be visible; for audio recorders, there cannot be too much covering the microphone; and for location trackers, they must simply be able to capture the signals needed for location tracking. As such, many of the product listings we looked at advertise specific places to hide these devices in homes or cars. On the other hand, some devices are disguised as pens, photo frames, alarm clocks, and even bottles of Mountain Dew; these devices could be hidden in plain sight. Thus, when survivors try to find these devices, they need detection tools that can detect devices hidden in many different places, from a photo frame in the survivor’s living room to deep under the hood of a car.

**Price.** In addition to the physical properties of these devices, we look at their price. The distribution of device prices is shown in Fig. 7. The median price for spy devices in our sample is $34.94 (with standard deviation (SD) of $85.25). While the most expensive spy device in our sample—a hidden camera disguised as a wall outlet—costs $399, half of the devices are available for under $30, and the cheapest spy device costs $8.98. Thus, an abuser looking to purchase a spy device will find many devices at an affordable price.

**Advertised use cases.** The devices we found are advertised for various use cases ranging from monitoring home or office, vehicle, small items, pets, children, to covertly monitoring employees or even intimate partners. The distribution of advertised use cases of different types of devices—Audio recorders, Cameras, and GPS trackers—is shown in Fig. 8.

### 4.2 Advertising for IPS Use Case

In the previous section, we describe the different types of spy devices an abuser could find on online retailers. However, these characteristics alone do not tell the whole story. Not only are many types of potential spy devices available to abusers, but many are also advertised for covert spying and often explicitly for IPS (Fig. 8). Further, product reviews show...
that customers are, in fact, using many of these devices for IPS. Thus, an abuser looking online can not only find devices that could be used for IPS, but they can find devices that are encouraged to be used in IPS.

**Dual-use devices.** Many of the devices in our sample are dual-use devices, advertised for uses like home security (55), vehicle protection (27), recording business events (16), and protecting children (17) or pets (3). Some of these devices are intended to be hidden; for example, GPS trackers that are meant to prevent vehicle theft are intended to be hidden inside the car. Though these devices are not promoted for an IPS use case, we note that they (a) appeared in searches that used explicit IPS-related search terms and (b) are capable of being used for covert IPS.

**Devices designed for spying.** In contrast, many devices are specifically advertised for covert surveillance. We see 35 devices advertising themselves for general covert surveillance—e.g., they are advertised as a hidden spy device and list several possible targets the device could be used to surveil. Many of these devices include intimate partners among the listed targets, either in text (5), pictures (6), or both text and pictures (2). For example, one GPS tracker on eBay is described as “Black shell, easy to hide, perfect for tracking vehicles, teens, spouses, elderly persons or assets.” However, the tracker’s description also states that it “doesn’t encourage the product use for illegal purposes.”

In addition to general covert spy devices, we see seven devices advertised specifically for spying on an intimate partner. These devices, all of which are GPS trackers, include such blatant titles as “GPS Tracking Device for Cheating Spouse Boyfriend” and cite suspicions of cheating as the reason for surveillance. Such devices are tailor-made for an abuser interested in IPS and are available for $121.41 on average.

**Evidence of use for IPS.** Interestingly, none of the devices advertised specifically for IPS have received any customer reviews or ratings. However, several other devices have customer ratings that imply that the review writer used the device for IPS, even if the device is not advertised explicitly for it. These reviews are largely positive, and almost all of them discuss how the device helped them catch an intimate partner engaging in infidelity. A reviewer for a camera wrote “I caught my wife cheating in the act. It worked great but the setup did not accept the special characters like !@#$%& for the WiFi password.”, and a review for a microphone was titled “To catch a cheater”. Moreover, during our investigation of spy devices, we find many more examples of reviews for these devices that imply IPS. A reviewer for a GPS tracker wrote:

> “My girl has been giving me “trust issue vibes.” I luckily found this item, and purchased it, and I must say it works EXCEPTIONALLY well! On the first day, I caught her up lying about which Popeyes chicken location she went to LOL, and of course when I confronted her, she says she lied to me to prevent a negative confrontation with me, so yah it’s always the males fault no matter what I guess lol!”

Another person reviewing a different product wrote:

> “Been tracking my husband and now I’m tracking his lies of what he’s doing and where he’s going... SMH. I snuck it in the back pocket of his drivers side seat and it works perfectly.”

While we do not have precise statistics regarding the usage of these devices in IPS, this anecdotal evidence shows that these devices are being used for IPS.

### 4.3 Efficacy of Spy Devices

We purchased a subset of 11 devices (7 recording devices, 2 traditional GPS trackers, and 2 Bluetooth mesh GPS trackers) to evaluate their efficacy. We find that these devices are indeed powerful tools for IPS.

**Evaluation of recording devices.** Among 7 recording devices we tested, five can gather sensitive data when used in our lab. The picture and audio recorded by the recording devices are clear, and both the cameras and the microphones can record hours of sensitive data when supplied with large-capacity Micro SD cards. Finally, all of the recording devices are either disguised as common household objects or are small and unobtrusive enough to be easily hidden by an abuser. The devices that do not work are WiFi cameras that cannot be paired with a smartphone app to view the data it records. Despite this failure, the remaining devices work and are indeed effective are enabling IPS.

**Evaluation of location trackers.** All 4 of the GPS trackers we test are able to effectively communicate their location when used in our lab. We find that while the traditional GPS trackers offered superior accuracy and data density compared
to the Bluetooth mesh trackers, the data recorded by the Bluetooth mesh trackers is more than sufficient to allow an abuser to reconstruct the path taken by the theoretical survivor. We note that we collect the Bluetooth mesh tracker data from Apple and Tile’s hidden APIs as opposed to the official Apple and Tile smartphone apps. When comparing the data we collected from these APIs to the data presented in the apps, we notice small discrepancies between the coordinates reported by the APIs and the ones shown on the phone app’s interface; we have no explanation for this discrepancy.

Apple has taken steps to limit the use of AirTags for stalking. An AirTag that has been separated from the paired iPhone will emit a sound when moved, and an iPhone that detects the extended presence of a “lost” AirTag will alert its user. The iPhone can also help locate AirTags, and can trigger the AirTag’s sound [8]. However, a survivor has to own a modern iPhone to be alerted by the phone, and they have to recognize the sound made by the AirTag to realize they are being stalked. Moreover, Heinrich et al. found that a person with some technical skill can create a third-party Bluetooth tracker that connects to the Find My mesh network [26]. An abuser dedicated to getting around the AirTag’s noise-based safety features could pay someone to create a third-party Find My mesh device that does not produce any sound. As such, AirTags and the Find My mesh as a whole enable IPS despite Apple’s efforts to mitigate the potential for tech abuse.

Usability. In our usability analysis, we found that the spy devices are no more difficult to set up and use than typical IoT devices. Two spy devices require an associated app to view the collected data; for these devices, the user needs to download that app, register an account, and bind the device to that account. (For AirTags, this process is easier because the user’s iPhone already contains the app and iCloud account required to use the device.) Other than that, the only actions required by the user are plugging in the device or charging it, and usually flipping a switch on the device to start recording.

4.4 Summary

We identified 163 commercial devices that abusers could use for covert surveillance. These cameras, recorders, and location trackers come in many forms and generally work as advertised—and often, they are advertised explicitly for IPS. Thus, an abuser looking for IPS tools can easily find functional, effective spy devices for an affordable price. In the next section, we contrast this with the space of commercial detection devices.

5 Evaluation of Available Detection Tools

In response to the rising availability of commercial spy devices, many spy device detectors are now on the market as well. These commercially-available detectors take the form of both physical detectors and smartphone apps and make claims ranging from highlighting hidden lenses to detecting any hidden electronics in a room. In addition to these commercially available spy device detectors, researchers have built systems that detect and locate hidden spy devices. Systems such as Lumos [53] and SnoopDog [54], for example, sniff WiFi packets to identify and locate hidden devices. All these detection solutions claim to help users detect spy devices, but they may not deliver on these claims. We pose two research questions regarding these detectors: (1) Are these spy device detectors technologically capable of detecting the spy devices used in IPS? (2) What challenges do we anticipate survivors might face while using these detectors in real-world scenarios?

To answer these questions, we repeat a similar crawl to Section 3—this time looking for detection devices—and further, we crawl the Google Play Store and App Store to find detection apps. Using a sample of these detection tools, we identify characteristics of commercial detection tools available to survivors. We then design and perform a laboratory experiment to test the efficacy of a representative sample of detection tools. Unfortunately, we find that off-the-shelf detection tools are, for the most part, entirely ineffective in finding any kind of spy device. Additionally, in close collaboration with the original authors, we evaluate two prominent academic works on device detection: SnoopDog [54] and Lumos [53]. We find that both systems have promising theoretical grounding but require more polish and broadening of scope before they can be released as general purpose detection systems.

5.1 Taxonomy of Commercial Detectors

The majority of detectors clearly state what they claim to detect and what techniques they use for detection. In a handful of cases, the devices claim to detect magnetic fields while implying they were only equipped with an RF scanner. In these cases, we add magnetometer to the list of claimed technolo-
As they claim to detect something only a magnetometer could detect. Fig. 9 summarizes our findings.

Detection devices. Of the 148 hardware detectors in our sample, most (117 devices) are advertised with a blanket claim of detecting all bugs. These devices generally claim to use RF detection in combination with a magnetometer and/or an IR lens detector. These detectors are quite homogenous; 40 devices appear nearly identical to the photo in Fig. 3. The remaining 31 physical detectors claim to detect only cameras and include only an IR lens detector.

Detection apps. The detection apps have a similar breakdown. Of the 43 detection apps we collected, 23 of them claim to detect hidden cameras using the phone’s camera, and 18 claim to detect all types of hidden bugs using the phone’s built-in magnetometer. The other two apps claim to detect general RF signals and all network attached devices. The apps employ IR lens detectors (17), RF detectors (1), and magnetometers (28), similar to the physical detection devices; additionally, some detection apps claim to find devices using network scanning (11) and AI image recognition (5).

Price. Similarly to spy devices, the median price of the hardware detectors is $34.94 (Fig. 7). They cost as little as $7.79, but three devices cost over $800, with the most expensive detector listed at $1,010. Survivors looking for detection tools may not be able to afford hardware detection tools at this price. In contrast, most detection apps are free. Only two apps cost money—$1.99 and $4.99, respectively—and two additional apps have an upgrade option for $3.99 to unlock more detection capabilities.

5.2 Poor Efficacy of Commercial Detectors

Commercial detection tools claim to be able to find several types of hidden devices using several different techniques. Unfortunately, through a lab experiment, we find that nearly all of the detectors are ineffective and unusable. We summarize the results of our experiment in Fig. 10. We graph the normalized difference between the measurements recorded by the detectors when a device is present and the measurements recorded by that detector in the no device setup, represented by the low-opacity lines. We then take the mean of those measurements and plot them with error bars representing standard deviation. The graph labeled “HW_RF” refers to the readings from the hardware RF scanner. The graphs labeled AS and PS represent the readings from the Apple App Store apps and the Google Play Store Apps, respectively.

Detection apps. The values reported by the apps when scanning for arbitrary devices were very difficult to read. They are frequently in the range of 150-160 microteslas with unpredictable fluctuations. The apps give messages based on their readings, but they almost always report some variation of “high radiations detected.” We hypothesize that the messages are based entirely on the measurement falling within predefined ranges. The only time we can positively confirm that the apps were reacting to the presence of a device is when the phone is held within two centimeters of the device; when this is done, the reading spikes dramatically. We hypothesize that this happens because the magnetometer is acting as a crude metal detector. However, this behavior is unhelpful when attempting to find a device, as it would require the user to perform a brute force search to find hidden devices.
During our experiment, we observed that most of the apps do not detect our spy devices. As can be seen in Fig. 10, none of the apps (excluding AS1 and PS1) display a coherent pattern when a device is present, making them useless for detection. AS1 and PS1 are the only apps that appear to be consistently detecting something. However, we stress that all the apps, including AS1 and PS1, are extremely sensitive to their position within the room, with minor positioning changes resulting in fluctuating values. We also note that these patterns are only visible because we graph the difference between the measured reading and the no devices reading. This difference is in the range of -2 to 2, which would be difficult for an average user to notice when the detector’s reading is in the range 150-160. These apps are barely usable in a lab setting, and would likely be useless for a survivor of IPS.

**Hardware detector.** Our hardware detector has three functions: an RF scanner, a magnetometer, and an IR-based lens detector. Much like AS1 and PS1, the RF scanner has rather consistent readings signifying that is detecting something, and unlike the apps, the range of its readings are only 0-10, meaning differences are noticeable. However, the RF scanner is still very sensitive to its placement in the room, as our lab (much like most commercial homes) has a variety of RF signals contributing noise to the reading. We also stress that the RF detector can only detect signals when the spy device in question is transmitting data. Devices that infrequently send data will be difficult to detect using RF, making the RF scanner unsuitable for real-world use.

We separately evaluate the lens detector and the magnetometer in our lab, and find both to be disappointing. The lens detector works by shining IR light that reflects off convex camera lenses, thus appearing as a shining spot when viewed through the viewport on the device. Unfortunately, we find that many reflective, convex things in our lab resulted in an overwhelming amount of false positives. The magnetometer only registers the presence of a magnet when placed within an inch of the magnet, meaning a user using the magnetometer would have to manually search their entire living space or car with it for the magnetometer to be effective. Neither of these tools live up to their claims of effective device detection.

**Repeated Trials.** To ensure that our findings were consistent across multiple trials, we performed a second test with the detector app PS5 and all of the spy devices used in the initial test. PS5 was selected as it is extremely similar in functionality and layout to the other apps under investigation. In this second test, the app did not perform any better than it did in the initial test. Thus, we are confident that these detectors are technologically incapable of detecting spy devices.

### 5.3 Efficacy of Academic Detection Tools

As the prevalence of WiFi connected devices has increased, multiple academic works have proposed systems that detect and localize hidden devices [16, 24, 36, 37, 50, 53, 54]. To evaluate whether these academic tools can help detect and localize the spy devices used in IPS, we replicated two of these systems, SnoopDog [54] and Lumos [53]. We select these systems because they present the two most refined procedures in the literature; much of the other detection work is a version of these two systems. In both cases we reach out to the authors of the papers and request access to any working prototypes of their systems.

**SnoopDog.** After contacting Singh et al. [54] we receive a prototype of the detection portion of SnoopDog. To evaluate the system, we replicate the detection procedure described by the authors. The user installs an app that records accelerometer movements on their phone and activates packet capture software on a computer with a network chip in monitor mode. The user then alternates standing still with performing jumping jacks. The resulting packet capture and IMU data are processed by SnoopDog and the user is informed whether there is a device sensing it.

We were able to use SnoopDog to detect a camera in our lab, but there are issues with the system that prevent it from being widely usable. SnoopDog relies on two metrics to determine whether the user is being spied upon: a mathematical correlation metric and an overlap metric. The correlation metric works consistently, but the overlap metric is calculated using parameters that must be fine-tuned to the location the detection is taking place in. This would be very difficult for a survivor to perform, as a survivor who wants to use SnoopDog in a room does not know whether there is a device present. In addition, if the camera recording a room is not actively streaming data (i.e., it is storing data on an SD card to be accessed later), SnoopDog is incapable of detecting it.

**Lumos.** We similarly contact Sharma et al. [53] and attempt to use their prototype software for Lumos. As instructed by the authors, we install the prototype software on a Raspberry Pi and an iPhone XR. The Raspberry Pi captures encrypted 802.11 frames for device classification and the iPhone captures IMU data for localization as well as providing an interface for the user to interact with the Pi. After detecting the presence of device by analyzing captured frames, the iPhone app instructs the user to walk around the edge of the room under investigation. The user can then activate an AR mode that visualizes the location of hidden devices.

Using Lumos, we can detect the presence of the test WiFi camera we connected to our lab network. Due to the incomplete nature of the prototype, however, there were numerous false positives and the localization system was incomplete. Moreover, the system still has fundamental problems. While Lumos is compelling in theory, in addition to the existing prototype being incomplete, it shares one of SnoopDog’s limitations: Lumos requires cameras to be actively streaming data to detect them. As such, a more comprehensive solution to device detection is still necessary.
6 Discussion

By analyzing product listings and physical devices, we determined that spy devices are both available to abusers and are effective at conducting IPS. From our lab experiments, we determined that both commercial and academic detectors are ineffective at mitigating these devices. We discuss these findings and propose solutions to the threat of spy devices.

Spy devices are available and effective. We show that spy devices are easy to find and affordable. Using simple searches on popular retailers in the US, we found over 2,228 listings of spy devices for sale (Section 4.1). Retailers often guide searching for such products through query completion, for example “catch a cheater” query is completed on Amazon with “catch a cheater spy devices car.” As we demonstrate in Fig. 7, many of these devices can be purchased for under $50.

In Section 4.3, we find that nearly all of the devices we tested are capable of IPS. Generally, an abuser and a survivor of IPS are either living together or living apart (this is a simplification of the three-phase framework introduced by [41]). When the abuser and survivor are living together, the abuser has access to the survivor’s physical surroundings and belongings. Therefore, the abuser can even use devices that require regular retrieval, such as devices that rely on rechargeable batteries or devices that record exclusively to an SD card. These devices are much harder to detect compared to devices relying on wireless communication (Section 5.2). When the abuser and survivor are living apart, the abuser can still continue conducting IPS using devices that use WiFi or 4G.

Detection tools are ineffective. In Section 5.2 we find that the majority of the commercially available detectors we examined are unusable. The apps we tested primarily relied on the magnetometer built into smartphones, which allowed them to act as crude metal detectors, but we observe that this functionality was largely useless at distances more than a few inches from the spy device. The physical detector we purchased is equally ineffective. The infrared lens detectors yielded large amounts of false positives and the magnetometer only detected magnets within a few inches of its sensor, requiring a brute-force search for spy devices. The RF detector can only pick up RF signals while the device is transmitting data, requiring the abuser to be actively streaming video to be useful. Finally, both the RF detector and the phone magnetometers are extremely sensitive to the environment they are being used in, making their results difficult to interpret.

Academic works show more promise, but they are very limited (Section 5). Both SnoopDog [54] and Lumos [53] can only detect WiFi-enabled devices, and even then they can only detect the devices if they are actively streaming.

As such, current detection techniques are not up to the task of detecting the spy devices available to abusers. Devices that don’t use WiFi, such as LTE GPS trackers or cameras that only use local storage, cannot be detected and localized with any current technique. Finally, WiFi devices that are not streaming are also difficult to localize with current technologies.

Directions for Future Detection Tools. The spy devices we found can be categorized into four groups based on the communication technology they rely on for data transmission: WiFi, BLE, LTE, and no transmission / local storage. Detection solutions are therefore required for all of these categories, as all four types of devices have the potential to be used for IPS. Here, we outline the challenges in detecting devices in each category, as well as some potential approaches to overcome those challenges.

WiFi. Some prior works [53, 54] have studied how to detect and localize WiFi devices, but none has tried to make a usable suite of detection and localization tools that an IPV survivor can use. Current tools such as Lumos and SnoopDog are still prototypes and can only detect cameras in specific situations. Future research must move beyond technical questions regarding WiFi device localization and work towards making an app or physical tool that is usable and workable in real world IPS situations. Preferably, researchers will work with survivors of IPS and their advocates in the design process to ensure that any resulting tools are easy and safe to use.

BLE. In regards to BLE localization, iPhones claim to localize AirTags but the resolution is low. As a result, it is very difficult to find a hidden AirTag in a car. Moreover, there is no practical localization tool for Android users, and no localization tool for Tiles. Future work must make a universal tool with sufficient resolution in spaces such as cars to enable a survivor to find these devices.

LTE. LTE devices are difficult to detect due to the large range of wavelengths used by different LTE carriers, cell towers, and countries. Also, our experiments have found that LTE based GPS trackers polled very slowly — once every 30 seconds or slower. Any detection and localization system must be built to cope with a wide range of potential wavelengths and with the fact that small amounts of data is sent by the trackers. This is an unexplored area of research, so future work must be exploratory in nature.

Local Storage. Most detection techniques we have examined rely on detecting wireless transmissions. As such, devices that do not transmit information pose a unique challenge. Devices such as Non-linear Junction Detectors (NLJDs) claim to detect arbitrary circuit boards, but are prohibitively expensive. Moreover, they require a brute-force search of an area to ensure that it is clean. Future work should focus on making a reliable solution that is cheaper than a NLJD, as well as attempting to avoid the necessity of brute-force techniques.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we demonstrated that spy devices pose a threat and there are few mitigations against this threat. Spy de-
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A.1 Classifying Spy Devices

It would be infeasible to manually classify all 6,403 products we scraped when searching for spy devices. To deal with this, we developed two classifiers: A heuristic filter that identifies if a product is technology-related or not and a logistic regression classifier that classifies technological products as spy devices or irrelevant products.

Heuristic filtering. To determine whether a given product is technological and gathers information, we create a heuristic filtering. We assemble a list of phrases that indicate a product is relevant to our study, such as “GPS”, “camera”, and “microphone”. We then assemble a similar list of phrases that indicate a product is irrelevant, such as “game”, “novel”, and “shoes”. Each positive and negative phrase was given a score from 0 to 5. For each product, we found all positive and negative phrases within the title and description of the product and compared the maximum positive score to the maximum negative score. If the negative score was greater than the positive score, or if no positive phrases were found, the product was removed from the sample.

We designed the heuristic filtering to achieve a low false negative rate—so that we do not miss any relevant products. To evaluate its performance, we manually classified 200 products. The final iteration of the heuristic filtering achieved a false negative rate of less than 2%. When used on all the products we gathered, the classifier marked 2,996 products as irrelevant and help remove 47% of irrelevant products.

Logistic regression classification. To ease the task of classifying the products we scraped we made use of a linear regression classification model. To generate training data for the model, we manually classified 869 products, finding 596 of them to be relevant spy devices and 273 of them to be irrelevant. Using these manually classified product listings, we trained our model. We used the product descriptions and the product names as features for the classifier, processing them into buckets of words before training. We randomly selected half of the manually classified data to be used as training data and the rest to be used as test data. After training, the model achieved 82% precision and 98% recall on relevant spy devices (and 96% precision and 70% recall on irrelevant devices). When used on the 3,407 products marked as technological by the heuristic filtering, the logistic regression classifier marked 2,228 (65%) as relevant spy devices.

A.2 Filtering Detection Devices

Since the number of detection devices was smaller than the number of spy devices in our previous crawl (Section 3), we were able to rely on heuristic filtering methods. We first scanned through the list of detection devices and created an initial accept list and block list. For each detection device, we looked at the device’s URL, name, description, specification, and features as listed on the product page. If the device contained a phrase in the accept list, we marked it as a detector; otherwise, if it contained a phrase in the block list, we marked it as not a detector; else, we marked it as undetermined. We then updated the accept list and block list, re-ran our algorithm, and repeated the process until the list of undetermined devices was small enough to manually classify (28 devices).

We tested our heuristic filter on a random sample of 50 detectors and 50 non-detectors as classified by our heuristic. We manually classified these 100 devices and identified 0 false positives and 2 false negatives. Finally, after applying this filter to the list of detection devices and manually classifying the 28 undetermined devices, we had 700 detection devices in our filtered dataset.

All phrases on the accept list and the block list for this heuristic classifier can be found here: https://github.com/ceccio247/IPV-Spy-Device-Study.

A.3 Empirical Analysis of Spy Devices

To understand whether these devices are effective for conducting IPS, we perform a series of lab experiments on a representative sample of spy devices. This sample consists of 7 recording devices and 4 tracking devices.

Recording devices. Our sample of recording device includes 5 cameras, two of which use WiFi to transmit data, and 2 microphones, which only use local storage. To test their effectiveness, we follow the provided instructions to set up the devices and observe what, if anything, they record. We note whether they function at all, what data they record, how much data they can record, and if they have to be manually activated or if they are activated by activity such as motion or speech. These experiments are performed within controlled spaces where the only sensitive data they could record is that of the researchers. All data recorded by these devices was later deleted.

Tracking devices. To determine the effectiveness of our...
tracker devices, we construct a route that simulates a realistic routine for a survivor of IPV. Our route starts by driving from our lab through areas with multiple apartment buildings to a residential area with single-family homes. The route then makes a walking circuit of a local park followed by a circuit of the downtown of our city. During our time downtown we stop briefly at a store and a restaurant. Fig. 11 depicts our route. The entire route takes about one hour to complete.

During the experiment, we use the two GPS tracking devices and the two Bluetooth Mesh tracking devices and activate them at the beginning of the route. As one of the GPS tracking devices relies on power from a car’s OBD2 port and only claims to track cars, we only use it for the driving portion of the experiment. To approximate ground truth location, we also bring an Android Google Pixel 2 phone that continuously records our GPS coordinates using the Strava application [1].

After two walks, we save and analyze the recorded location information. Both our GPS trackers allow a user to directly download the recorded GPS coordinates, but neither Tile nor AirTag allow their users to download precise location history. To extract the GPS coordinates for these two systems, we used scripts to access Tile’s hidden API and read the unprotected cache files of Apple’s Find My application.